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Workshop 1
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Monday July 11
Alice Hoy Building - Level 3, Room 333
The University of Melbourne

9.30 - 10.00 Registration and co↵ee

10.00 - 10.15 Welcome and Roadmap
Deb King, The University of Melbourne

10.15 - 10.45 Improving mathematical writing skills of undergraduate students
Karen Hogeboom and Michael Page, Monash University
Communication skills are valued very highly so it is important that our graduates are not only
able to perform mathematics but can also explain their mathematical reasoning. It is not unusual
to see first-year students trying to answer problems without writing any words at all - with the
reader expected to follow somehow their argument without any explanation or reasons provided.
To help students develop their communication skills in mathematics, and understand our expec-
tations, we developed a guide for writing mathematics. We started by collating the miscellaneous
resources that were being used across various units within the School. Initial feedback sought from
all teaching sta↵ helped improve aspects of the guide. Feedback from first-year coordinators on
its implementation further refined its focus. Our expectation was that students should be able to
explain their reasoning in a manner that was understandable by one of their peers. In some case
explicit marks were awarded for this in assessments.
In the process of trialling and refining our student writing guide we also found a need for a com-
panion guide for sta↵, specifically for sessional teaching sta↵. We will present both guides and will
be interested to hear from sta↵ at other institutions about their own approaches and experiences.

10.45 - 11.15 Incorporating Open Problems into Undergraduate Mathematics Classes
Padraic Bartlett, University of Auckland
A misconception many students have about mathematics is that our field is “solved;” a set of
already-mastered techniques and algorithms that mathematicians simply memorize and apply.
Unfortunately, this fallacy leads students to then conclude that our field isn’t for them, or isn’t
a place for “creative” thinking - a mistake that excludes promising students from our field at the
outset, and poorly prepares those that we do retain for the lateral thinking required to succeed in
higher mathematics courses.
Incorporating open problems into mathematics classes, I’ve found, is an e↵ective way to counter
this mistake and excite nontraditional student groups. In this talk, I’ll share a number of ways I’ve
found to fold in open problems into first year undergraduate mathematics courses.

11.15 - 11.30 Short discussion about State-based groups

11.30 - 12.00 A Mathematics Support Programme for first year engineering students: Progress
Report
Poh Wah Hillock, The University of Queensland
MATH1051 (Calculus and Linear Algebra I) is the first university level mathematics course at The
University of Queensland and is compulsory in engineering and mathematics programmes. The
course has a high failure rate of 30%. Key reasons for failure are weak prerequisite mathemati-
cal skills and the di�cult transition from high school mathematics, which focuses on procedures,
to university mathematics which requires a high level of conceptual understanding. In 2012, the
mathematics department implemented the Support Learning Tutorial (SLT), an enhanced weekly
tutorial programme aimed at students identified as having a high risk of failing MATH1051. The
SLT addresses gaps in prerequisite skills, provides additional support to learn MATH1051 content
and assists with preparation for the final examination. The tutorial focuses on conceptual under-
standing, as opposed to ?maths done by rule?. Many SLT students su↵er ?maths anxiety?; this
is addressed by building confidence through purposeful drill and practice exercises. Out-of- class
support is maintained through consultation hours and regular email contact. The support extends
into revision week where students are given assistance to consolidate their learning before the final
exam. Since 2012, 384 students have undertaken the SLT. The MATH1051 pass rate for the SLT
is 82%, with over half achieving a credit or distinction. This success continues in higher level
mathematics courses. This presentation follows from a presentation given in the 2014 FYiMaths
workshop (A Mathematics Support Programme for First Year Engineering Students), and reports
on the progress of the SLT.
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12.00 - 12.30 Show your working. Your working
Katherine Seaton, La Trobe University
Academic integrity - or failure to deal with lapses in it – is an issue with the potential to cause deep
embarrassment to our institutions. Mathematics lecturers can?t resort to the turn-it-in report. So
what do we do? How do we provide opportunities for students to demonstrate their relational
learning and communication skills, and still be confident that it is their own learning and commu-
nication that we are looking at? How do we handle the pressure to reduce the weighting of the
exam? We need to articulate the ways in which our discipline presents unique challenges, and we
need to talk to other mathematicians about finding ways forward.

12.30 - 1.30 LUNCH

1.30 - 2.00 Surfing Higher Education - Rough Waters Ahead!
R. Nazim Khan, The University of Western Australia
Australian higher education is experiencing declining standards, both in the intake of students and
the graduates they produce. What are some of the reasons for the decline? SURFing (Student Unit
Reflective Feedback) is one instrument for ranking the performance of university teaching. What
does Surfing have to do with the declining standards? What are the dangerous waves ahead? How
are our neighbours doing in comparison? I hope to argue that Surfing is one of the strong reasons
for the decline. At its essence, Surf is a ranking exercise, and this contrived competition between
institutions for rank, which translates to reputation and funding, is the cause of our decline.

2.00 - 2.30 Do Workshops Work?
Don Shearman, University of Western Sydney
Workshops are one of the mainstays of most maths support units in universities. In an attempt
to measure the e↵ectiveness and e�cacy of such workshops at Western Sydney University we have
analysed results of all students in the units for which workshops are o↵ered against workshop
attendance and other demographic information. Whilst many of the results are predictable, some
interesting contrasts become apparent when comparing students who entered university directly
from school compared with those who have taken other pathways in regards to their study of
mathematics. Surveys of the students who attended the workshops also produce some unexpected
results when comparing perceived workshop outcomes with those expected by the support sta↵.

2.30 - 3.00 Assessment to meet the needs of a very bimodal cohort studying Linear Algebra
Judy-anne Osborn, University of Newcastle
Abstract: Linear Algebra is an interesting subject to teach because it is often the first course in
which students meet a high level of formal abstraction. This abstraction can be invigorating and/or
disheartening for students. I will describe assessment drawn from a ”Mastery” philosophy which
helped meet the needs of two very di↵erent groups of students, some doing a BMath and others a
BTeach(Mathematics), in a second year Linear Algebra course.

3.00 - 3.30 Afternoon tea

3.30 - 4.00 Secondary & University Mathematics: Do they speak the same language?
Caroline Bardini, Robyn Pierce & Jill Vincent, The University of Melbourne
Despite their apparent success in school mathematics, first year mathematics students at three
Victorian universities display some key points of confusion in their writing of symbolic notation.
Many students are confused with the exponential notation especially when it comes to expressions
such as ‘sin�1

x’, they misuse ‘=’ signs, confuse ‘tan’ and ‘arctan’ and struggle with set notation
when it comes to expressing the domain of a function. In this presentation we will share our findings
and, based on the mathematics education research, track likely sources of these problems. Finally
we will consider teaching strategies to promote the mathematical thinking required for competent
use of symbolic notation.

4.00 - 4.30 Targeted, timely and relevant maths support: Collaboration between learning and
academic skills centre and course coordinators
Elena Sinchenko, Katrina van Vuuren, Elena Verezub, Swinburne University of Technology
Students who struggle with maths studies also tend to struggle to realise what kind of help they
need, and when they need this support to overcome the maths di�culties. Often they have negative
previous experiences with their maths studies and do not seek support worrying that they would
be spotted as low achievers. At Swinburne we develop di↵erent strategies to help students to
improve their academic results, taking an on-going rather than a remedial approach. This paper
presents some results of a collaboration between the Learning and Academic Skills Centre, the
central university student support service, and the Course Coordinator of the ‘World of Maths’
unit, o↵ered to Education students. It argues the importance of providing students with targeted,
timely and relevant maths support. As a result of this collaboration, the maths competency test
failure rate was achieved as low as 3% in semester 1, 2016.

4.30 - 5.00 FYI maths discussion
5.00 until
stumps

Drinks at Tsubu and Dinner (somewhere in Carlton - to be advised) both at own cost
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Tuesday July 12 - Alice Hoy Building - Level 3, Room 333

10.00 - 10.30 Co↵ee and networking

10.30 - 1.00 How to get going with education research workshop
Professor Tina Overton, Monash University

In this workshop, Tina will talk about how to view your classroom teaching as a research oppor-
tunity.

Bring your idea and explore how to set up a research question, ethics application, data collection
and turn your teaching questions into publishable research.

Morning Tea

Continue to work on your question - maybe find some collaborators!

1.00 - 2.00 LUNCH

2.00 We will make space available for the afternoon if you would like to stay and continue working on
your project

The University of Melbourne, Parkville Campus
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